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The optical bistability (OB) in a quantum dot (QD) system with four cascade energy levels by two coupling field inside
unidirectional ring cavity is theoretically investigated. It is shown that the OB behavior can be controlled by suitable
adjusting the system parameters such as the electronic cooperation parameter, the probe laser frequency detuning, the
two coupling laser field and frequency detuning, and the decay rate. Such a system may be used in optical switching and
other quantum information science.
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1. Introduction
OB, known as a system that has two stable output
intensities for a single input one, has been widely
investigated in both experiments and theories in the past
decades. OB is studied in atoms confined in an optical
ring cavity based on atomic coherence and interference
effects, which can be controlled by phase fluctuation,
electromagnetically induced transparency, spontaneously
generated coherence, and so on [1-18].
Moreover, there has been an intense interest in the
OB in the semiconductor quantum wells and dots
because of its inherent advantages such as large electric
dipole moments, the great flexibilities in devices, and so
on. One recent study is OB in a symmetric quantum
well-controled by choosing appropriate values of the
electron sheet density and the intensity of the optical
radiation [19]. Raheli [20] reported a novel phase
sensitive quantum well nanostructure scheme to control
OB by the relative phase of the applied fields. Tian et al.
[21] reported OB can be controlled via tunneling induced
quantum interference in triangular QD molecules.
Taherzadeh et al. [22] proposed a scheme using a
dielectric slab via inter-dot tunneling to achieve low
threshold OB by at least one order of magnitude in
respect to free QD molecules. In addition, the other OB
programs in quantum wells and dots are also put forward
recently [23-34].
In this work, we investigate the OB in a QD system
with four cascade energy levels driven by two external
electrical fields inside an optical ring cavity. The OB
behavior can be easily controlled by two extra coupling
laser fields via adjusting properly the corresponding
system parameters.

2. Model and theory
Fig. 1 (a) shows a QD system with four cascade
energy levels which is considered in this paper which
also can be seen in [35].

Fig. 1. The system energy levels and unidirectional ring
cavity. (a) QD with four energy levels in cascade
configuration interacting with two coupling fields and a
probe optical field. (b) A unidirectional ring cavity with
I
T
L-length QD sample and four mirrors. E p ( E p ) is
the incident (transmitted) field. For mirrors
M 1 and M 2 , R  T  1 and R ( T ) is the
reflection (transmission) coefficient. R of mirrors
M 3 and M 4 is 1
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Such a QD can be produced by self-assembled dot
growth technology and optical properties can be
modified by the impurities. 1 is the ground state without
excitation. 2 , 3 and 4 are the excited states of the
QD. A probe laser field (with frequency  p and Rabi
frequency  p ) couples the state 1 and 2 . A coupling
laser field (with frequency c and Rabi frequency  c )
couples state 2 and 3 . And another coupling laser
field (with frequency d and Rabi frequency  d )
couples state 3 and 4 .
In the interaction picture, the system Hamiltonian
can be written as (   1 ),
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Now, the OB behavior of the above-described
four-energy-level QD system will be studied in a
unidirectional cavity (see Fig. 1 (b)). Under the slowly
envelope approximation, the dynamics of the probe field
in the optical cavity is governed by the Maxwell’s
equation. In the steady state and considering the
boundary conditions, we can finally get [30],
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where

j . From Eq. (1) and (2), we can get
d
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At any time, the system quantum state
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phenomenologically in the above equations.
In the steady state, solve Eq. (3) [30], we can get
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c is the light speed in the vacuum. N   / V is
the electronic number density.  is the optical
where

(3a)

confinement factor and

V is the QD volume.

RE p (L) in

Eq. 5(b) shows the feedback mechanism of the mirrors.
In the mean-field limit, the input-output relationship
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can be obtained from Eq. (5),
3. Numerical results and discussions
y  x  iC 21 ,

(6)

where C  N p L 21 2 /( 2c 0T ) is the system electronic
cooperation

x  21EPT /  T

parameter,

In this article, the model works in the low
temperature. For simplicity, we adopt  2   3   4 and
all the parameters are scaled by the decay rate  2  1meV
in the first which can be influenced by the temperature
and QD radius [38, 39].
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Fig.2. The effect of electronic cooperation parameter

C

on the OB behavior. The other parameters
are  p  c  d  0 , c  d  10

(9)
Firstly, in Fig. 2, the effect of the electronic
first-order-linear

cooperation parameter
parameter

can get,

hysteresis
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C on the OB is studied. We can

find the increasing of the electronic cooperation

(third-order-nonlinear) part of the susceptibility. So, we
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And  can be expanded into the second order of the
probe laser field  p with neglecting the higher order
smaller terms.

where
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40

In addition, we also can discuss the linear and
third-order susceptibility of our system. The probe
susceptibility can be achieved from the Eq. (4) [19，36，
37].

C greatly influences the threshold and the
cycle.

It

can
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2
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from
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will enhance the sample absorption, which accounts for
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the raise of the OB threshold.
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Fig. 3. The OB behavior and Im 21 for different probing laser frequency detuning  p . (a) The effect of the probing laser
frequency detuning  p on the OB behavior. (b) Im 21 as a function of  p for  p  50 . The other parameters
are C  150 , c  d  10 ,  p  c  d  0

Secondly, in Fig. 3 (a), the effect of the probing laser
frequency detuning  p on the OB behavior is studied. It
is found that the bistable threshold goes down with the
increasing of the probing laser frequency detuning  p .
In order to have a better understanding about how the
bistable threshold varies with the probing laser frequency
detuning. We also plot the imaginary part of

 21 ( Im 21 ) in Fig. 3 (b). It is illustrated that Im 21
decreases with the increasing of the probe frequency
detuning  p , which accounts for the reduction of the
absorption and the bistable threshold.

Fig. 4. The OB behavior and Im  21 for different coupling laser frequency detuning  c and  d . (a) The effect of the
coupling laser frequency detuning  c on the OB behaviour.  d  0 . (b) The effect of the coupling laser frequency
detuning  d on the OB behaviour.  c  0 . (c) Im  21 as a function of  c and  d .  p  50 . The other
parameters are, c  d  10 ,  p  0 , C  150
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Thirdly, we are interested in the effect of the

bistable threshold varies with the coupling laser

 c and  d on the

frequency detuning. We also plot the imaginary part of

coupling laser frequency detuning

OB behavior. So we plot the input-output field curves for
different

 c in Fig. 4 (a) and  d in Fig. 4 (b). In

general, it is found that the OB threshold goes down with
the increasing of the frequency detuning  c and  d . In
order to have a better understanding about how the

 21 ( Im 21 ) in Fig. 4 (c) for different  c
is illustrated that

and  d . It

Im 21 decreases with the increasing

of the coupling frequency detuning  c and  d , which
accounts for the reduction of the absorption and the
bistable threshold in Fig. 4 (a) and (b).

Fig. 5. The OB behavior and Im  21 for different coupling laser field  c and  d . (a) The effect of the coupling laser
field  c on the OB behavior. d  10 . (b) The effect of the coupling laser field  d on the OB behavior. c  10 . (c)
Im 21 as a function of  c and  d .  p  10 . The other parameters are,  p  c  d  0 , C  150
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Fig. 6. The OB behavior and Im  21 for different decay rate  2 . (a) The effect of the decay rate  2 on the OB behavior.
The insert shows the hysteresis cycle near the threshold. (b) Im  21 as a function of  2 . The other parameters
are,  p  c   d  0 , c  d  10 ,  p  50 , C  150

Fourthly, the effect of the coupling laser field

 c and  d on the OB behavior can also be studied.
We plot the input-output field curves for different  c in
Fig. 5 (a) and  d in Fig. 5 (b). Clearly, the
input-output field curves show converse behavior. The
OB threshold goes down with the increasing of the
coupling laser field  c , and otherwise goes up with the
increasing of the coupling laser field  d . The main
reason for the above phenomenon is that in Fig. 5 (c). It
is illustrated that Im 21 decreases with the increasing
of the coupling laser field  c , and increases with the
increasing of the coupling laser field  d , which
accounts for the changing of the bistable threshold in Fig.
4 (a) and (b).
Finally, we display the effect of the decay rate  2
on the OB behavior in Fig. 6 (a). We can find that the OB
threshold goes up with the increasing of the decay rate  2 ,
which can be interpreted in Fig. 6 (b). Im 21 increases
with the increasing of the decay rate  2 which accounts
for the changing of the OB threshold.
Before ending this part, let us pay attention to the
cause of the OB in our system. By applying a strong
coupling fields between 2 and 3 ( 3 and 4 ),
the system absorption and dispersion for the probe field
between 1 and 2 are modified, and also the Kerr
nonlinearity of the electronic medium is controlled,
which make the hysteresis cycle and threshold alter
consequently. The large OB threshold is due to the
existence of a large absorption in the QD system, which
causes the probe field hard to reach saturation. So, the
OB curve can be adjusted by controlling the probe
absorption with the methods discussed before. What is
more, we also can theoretically study the linear and third
nonlinear from Eq. (10) and (11) in our theory to explain
the OB curve in detail. In our paper, we focus on the
density matrix element  21 which contains the system
total absorption enough to interpret the OB threshold
variation trend in our knowledge.

4. Conclusion
In summary, using a QD system with four energy
levels in cascade configuration interacting with two
coupling fields and a probe optical field inside
unidirectional ring cavity, we study the controllable OB
behavior. Our results show that by suitable adjusting the
system parameters such as the electronic cooperation
parameter, the probe laser frequency detuning, the two
coupling laser field and frequency detuning and the
decay rate, we can efficiently control the OB behavior.
As a result, the present research may be used in optical
switching and other quantum information science.
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